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A. -- population. Went to the same school

building from the 1st through the 12th grade. When you

entered high school you went upstairs.

My father was veterinarian. Immediately

when graduated from high school in 1938 he moved the

family to Southern Tennessee to get away from the Iowa

winters and went into partnership with an old army buddy of

his.

Q. 38 MUST HAVE BEEN -- LETS SEE. YOU TOLD ME

YOU WERE FIRST LIEUTENANT BUT THAT WAS JUST ABOUT

WARTIME WASNT IT

A. Well the war was just breaking out in Europe

as remember. See 38. We had the long kind of false

war period there for quite some time nothing happened.

went away to college when went to

Tennessee.

Q. WHERE DID YOU GO TO COLLEGE

A. First to small not all that small but it

was polytechnic institute for one year and then

transferred to the University of Tennessee at Knoxville.

And then it must have been 43. It was June 19 no
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Pearl Harbor was 41 wasnt it

Q. DECEMBER 7th.

A. So in 1942 then quit school and enlisted in

the army.

Q. WHY DID YOU CHOOSE TO QUIT AND ENLIST THERE

MEAN WHY IN 42 WHAT WAS THERE ABOUT THAT PARTICULAR

TIME IN SCHOOL OR WHATEVER

A. Well of course Pearl Harbor didnt come

along until December of 41 and guess wanted to finish

up the spring semester which did.

Q. AND THEN YOU WENT

A. In the service uh-huh.

Q. DID YOUR FRIENDS DO THAT YOUR CLASSMATES

A. No not very many. Most of them hung around

our town tried to get in ROTC that sort of stuff. But

thought an opportunity comes only once in lifetime you

shouldnt miss out on things like this.

Q. YOU MEAN YOU THOUGHT THEY WOULDNT TAKE YOU.

A. At school joined. had to get --

remember had to get changed from my draft status. had

to appear before the draft board the local draft board so

could enlist. And as the case may be having

volunteered was able to pick my branch of service. And

had bit of engineering in college so chose the
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Corps of Engineers and was sent to Fort Belvoir in Virginia

for three months basic training. And dont know how

this happened but was chosen immediately across the

road U.s. to Engineering Officer Candidate School and

got my commission for three months. So had second

lieutenants commission about six months after joined the

army.

Q. PRETTY GOOD.

A. Which was that was all fun and games.

Q. SO WHERE DID YOU GO FROM THERE

A. was assigned to National Guard outfit out

of Boston. That was the Old Yankee Division. think it

was the 26th Division Im not sure of that.

Well was assigned to their engineering

combat battalion and they were training to go overseas and

of course it was one of these old National Guard outfits

that were riddled with politics and they just couldnt do

anything right. And finally got tired of that and

volunteered to go overseas as replacement and was sent to

England where joined another combat battalion on the

south coast of England that was building and rebuilding all

the facilities that what was known as the Assault Training

Center where selected divisions would come down and make

practice invasions on the beach that we set up there with
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all the underwater obstacles and pillboxes and that sort of

thing.

Q. IM GOING TO CLOSE THAT DOOR.

A. Sure please. Its too cold yeah.

Q. DID YOU HAVE ANY SENSE OF WHAT WAS IN STORE

A. Well you see we hadnt been chosen really

for anything. All we were doing we were just labor

battalion really. was running rock quarry. We were

just digging out of the quarry all the aggregate that was

needed for the concrete that was continually being poured

into these pillboxes and gun replacements that were

continually being blown up and destroyed as practice

missions by all these training divisions.

And then dont know how it happened but we

all of sudden were chosen to be the assault engineers on

Omaha Beach. So we immediately started training for the

Normandy invasion and for several months we lived by the

tides. We were formed into boat teams 19 engineers and

maybe or 10 navy personnel. This was the forerunner of

the Navy frog team -- or frogmen guess they call them --

and it was our job to go in at each hour and would

hand-place demolition charges remove all the underwater

obstacles on the beach flats or obstacles that would be

underwater at high tide. And we trained doing that for
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guess three or four months. Wed hang on little bit of

the salt trapped at high tide and go out and box around

offshore until low tide and then wed make another practice

run into the beach and blow everything up until the

invasion which we then made the invasion on Omaha Beach.

Q. SO YOU WERE IN THE INITIAL INVASION. WHAT WAS

YOUR ROLE IN THAT DURING THE ACTUAL INVASION MEAN DID

YOU IN FACT GO OUT AND DO WHAT YOU HAD PRACTICED TO DO

A. Thats exactly what it was.

Q. BLOW UP THE UNDERWATER OBSTACLES AND THINGS

A. Yeah. We were to land as the first troups on

the beach along with small assault infantry group and

while they were to be moving inland we had to stay out on

the exposed beach flats and blow 50-yard gaps through three

bands of underwater obstacles each of which was loaded

with mines and built particularly to tear bottoms out of

boats when they came in at high tide and that sort of

thing.

Q. HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT THAT SINCE THEN

A. try to think about it very little. used

to think about it lot when first got out of the

service but this is the first time Ive thought about it

or talked about it in years and years and years. The

casualties were very high thats true extremely high.
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Q. YES.

A. got shot up. Not all that badly but did

get shot up bit and was evacuated back to England and

spent again dont know maybe month in the

hospital and rejoined my outfit just at the time of the

St. Lowe breakthrough and from there on the engineering

combat battalion that was with seemed to be involved in

just about everything. We were corps troups not division

troups which meant we were kind of used wherever they

needed hole plugged or plenty of things to be done.

Q. BECAUSE YOU HAD SPECIALIZED KIND OF

EXPERTISE IN DOING THAT.

A. We built bridges. We laid mine fields and we

took out mine fields and we acted as infantry and all that

sort of stuff built lot of roads.

But well was in Paris two or three days

before it was officially liberated.

Q. BECAUSE YOU WERE INVOLVED IN GETTING THIS --

MAKING IT POSSIBLE FOR THE REST OF THE TROUPS TO GET THERE

A. Well yeah. We were working with as

remember cavalry squadron and just kind of screening an

area where there were very few American troups fluid

situation. bunch of us decided to go into Paris one day

and we just kind of toured the back roads and got here and
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there and darn if we didnt get right smack in the middle

of town. Still lot of fighting going on and sniping but

it was fine experience. guess should think about

that some time what it was like to be in the middle of all

those wild Frenchmen at time like that.

Q. THE FIRST TIME YOU HAD BEEN IN EUROPE

CERTAINLY THE FIRST TIME IN PARIS

A. Sure. Fairly young and fancyfree.

Q. ILL BET. WAS THERE TIME FOR ANY KIND OF

PARTY ING

A. It was one big party.

Q. OH IT REALLY WAS.

A. One big party.

Q. THATS WHAT YOU MEANT BY ALL THE REVELRY.

A. Oh no we had to clash. We were once

Paris officially fell we moved right straight on through

and then we got up into -- lets see. We built the first

Bailey bridge into Germany and got hung up got caught up

in the Hurricane Forest and then the Battle of the Bulge.

We held the -- it was eight companies of 14 6th Engineering

Combat Battalion thats what was with and the cavalry

squadron. We held the northern shoulder of the bulge for

about week.

In fact thats where we got our second
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presidential unit citation. We had gotten one on the

beach. got was given an award as distinguished

service cross on the beach. It was kind of silly be in

the right spot at the wrong time or however you want to

look at it and crossed the Room lying Bridge before it

went down. It just seemed like we were kind of in the

middle of everything all the way through.

Q. SOUNDS LIKE YOU WERE AT THE FRONT OF

EVERYTHING ALL THE WAY THROUGH.

A. Well in way we were. But not being

division troups we didnt get up into these horrible

places where they just had to slug it out day after day

after day. We moved lot. We moved an awful lot here

and there and in and out in hurry.

We had some terrible experiences when we acted

as infantry where there was hole in the line somewhere

and things were really getting nasty when they just stuffed

bunch of engineers in there. One time up in the

Hurricane Forest we had been out working on the road and it

was the middle of the winter and it was just absolutely

lousy. Everybody was in rubber boots and can still

remember this old brigadier general come bouncing along in

Jeep and he says Hey you men we need you This way.

And we wore those damn rubber boots for about week. And
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Im telling you everybodys feet got well you know

what it would be like to wear rubber boots for week. God

almighty we could hardly walk our feet got in such lousy

shape.

Q. LET ME ASK YOU SOMETHING FROM THE TIME YOU

LANDED ON THE BEACH YOU THEN WENT BACK AND YOU WERE IN

HOSPITAL FOR ABOUT MONTH AND THEN YOU WENT BACK AND YOU

REJOINED YOUR GROUP ABOUT MONTH AFTER THAT. HOW LONG

BETWEEN THE TIME THAT YOU REJOINED YOUR GROUP AND PARIS WAS

LI BERATED

A. Oh not very long would imagine -- lets

see. When was Paris liberated

Q. DONT KNOW. MY HISTORY --

A. August maybe.

Q. DONT KNOW. ITS LITTLE EMBARRASSING.

A. It might have been August or early September.

It was still good weather. It hadnt really started

closing in. It wasnt very long.

Q. HOW LONG BETWEEN THAT TIME AND WHEN YOU WERE

AT THE NORTHERNMOST TIP OF THE SHOULDER OF THE BATTLE OF

THE BULGE

A. Lets see. That was right at Christmastime

that same year.

Q. THAT WAS ABOUT THREE MONTHS LATER
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A. few months later.

Q. COUPLE MONTHS LATER.

A. Come along spring and summer came on again

and by then things were crumbling pretty fast. And well on

the other side of the Rhine and out in the flat country and

everything it was just moving quickly.

was in the battalion headquarters one day

and was told that was being transferred to military

government along with two other junior officers out of the

battalion and we were sent back to Kassel as remember

that night and the next morning joined few other people

and we were put into provisional military government

detachment. If remember correctly the number was G228.

Thats who we were Provisional Military Government

Detachment G-228. And we were assigned Lond Christ --

Lond Christ Sonderhausen as our spirit of influence. We

were to go in there and run it. But it hadnt been

liberated yet so we were to join the Third Armored

Division and move along with them and when they moved

through Sonderhausen we were just day behind.

That day in Kassel remember there was one

first lieutenant that had any sort of training in military

government. He had come right from the States. And there

were four others all second lieutenants -- first
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lieutenants no lets see. There were two first

lieutenants and two second lieutenants and ten enlisted men

that had come right out of replacement depot. We were

stuck together to be as provisional military government

detachment. remember they gave us weapons carrier with

trailer and Jeep sidearms couple of tommy guns

little typewriter and little case full of field manuals.

Q. THATS SORT OF FUNNY. CAN YOU --

A. Not of Germany.

Q. IM GOING TO STOP THIS FOR SECOND.

Short break.

Q. THOUGHT OTHER THAN THAT. THATS NOT EXACTLY

WHAT WAS THINKING OF. HERE IVE GOT SOME MAPS ALTHOUGH

THEYRE NOT VERY GOOD.

WELL IT DOESNT GO WHEN WERE NOT MAKING

NOISE SO JUST LET IT RUN.

A. Oh see.

Q. HERES GERNANY.

A. Maybe should have given little thought to

all of this.

Q. WELL WE CAN YOU KNOW MEET AGAIN WHEN YOU

THINK OF OTHER THINGS. IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU REALLY HAVENT

GIVEN IT MUCH THOUGHT IN RECENT YEARS SO IMAGINE THAT

TALKING ABOUT IT AND THINKING ABOUT IT LATER ON YOULL
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PROBABLY REMEMBER THINGS JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVENT DONE IT

FOR SO LONG AND YOUR MEMORY PROBABLY GETS STIMULATED BY

THINKING ABOUT IT.

WAS GOING TO GET YOU TO SHOW ME TO THE BEST

OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE WHERE YOU WERE BUT WAS GIVEN THIS

MAP SO DONT KNOW.

A. You wouldnt find anything on there.

Q. NO. WELL ACTUALLY ITS AN OLD MAP BUT ITS

JUST -- MOST OF THEM SHOW THE DIFFERENT CAMPS AND THINGS

BUT -- THERES CAMPS OBVIOUSLY BUT DONT THINK ITS

GOOD ENOUGH MAP TO REALLY --

A. Were very close up to Sachsenhausen.

remember that name very well.

The only reason these provisional military

government attachments have been put together is because

the lines of demarcation had already been set to meet the

ultimate agreement but the Americans and the British were

already well into what eventually would wind up being the

Russian Zone. So until the Russians were well organized to

come in and take over that area which is now East Germany

something had to be done so thats why the U.S.

provisional teams were put together.

Q. TO HOLD IT DURING THE INTERIM YEAH.

So you were the provisional government you
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were supposed to go in with these as soon as this place

was liberated and take over and set up.

A. We had this one days training and took off

and drove that night and caught the Third Army Division

and the next morning we entered Nordthausen and pulled up

on this concentration camp. must admit dont remember

all that much about it. very vividly remember walking

through the camp and seeing them in their striped black and

white prison garb guess you could say lying on the

ground right at the point of death. About all they could

really do was follow you with their eyes those that were

still alive. remember seeing the bodies racked up like

cordwood. They just kind of stacked them like you stack

logs. Id never seen anybody that actually starved to

death before.

Q. IS THAT WHAT HAD HAPPENED TO THE BODIES

A. Well they just -- they worked them to death.

In other words they didnt feed them and they finally

would just die. lot of them were parchment stretched

over basically was all that was left.

And theres crematorium there where they

thats the way they got rid of the bodies remember that.

have the impression that remember seeing

packing boxes like theyd throw the body hair theyd shave
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of for mattress stuffings but and Im not sure that

really saw that or whether heard that. It was just

all -- as think back now its just kind of confusing

time.

Q. DID YOU GO IN THERE WITH THE THIRD ARMY IS

THAT

A. Third Army Division thats right. They just

kept moving through. They brought in medical detachment

to do what could be done for the survivors of the camp.

And vividly remember that we went out and rounded up all

the villagers all the people in the town that we could

find and forced them to walk through the camp to see what

happened. And Im quite can well remember the look of

shock and horror on the face of some of these people too.

Q. WHAT WAS THE MOTIVE FOR DOING THAT ROUNDING

UP THE VILLAGE PEOPLE

A. How the hell do know

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY --

A. One of the reasons was to come in and get some

manpower to help tend to people pull them out of their

cubicles and bring them out into the light the sun where

medical detachments could or medical personnel could

begin to work on them and where they could begin to

wasnt really involved Ill have to admit. just
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vaguely remember being there and seeing it happen.

Q. OBVIOUSLY THEY WERE NOT KNOWLEDGEABLE BECAUSE

THEY LOOKED SO SURPRISED.

A. never have been able to force myself to

believe that they didnt know what was going on. You cant

keep that dont really know how to answer that

either.

It was an enormous it was where the B2

rockets were being built and most of the work was being

done in caves underground. And do remember walking

through you know how you would be kind of curious and you

just kind of wander around place like that. And walking

down into the caves the massive machine shops and there

was fantastic establishment. They had those spread all

over the place underground most of it boxes. Thats

really about all can say right now.

Q. SO YOU PASSED THROUGH THERE

A. That was on our way to -- we had to keep

moving too.

Q. SO THIS WAS OVER ABOUT DAYS TIME

A. Oh yeah suppose. day if that.

Q. DID YOU KNOW WHAT IT WAS WHEN YOU SAW IT

MEAN DID YOU KNOW THAT THERE WERE SUCH CAMPS

A. had never heard of such thing. Well
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wonder if had. Probably not.

Q. WHO DID YOU THINK THESE PEOPLE WERE IN

UNIFORMS MEAN YOU DIDNT THINK IT WAS PRISON. DID

YOU

A. You could tell of course you knew there was

prison. You knew that just by looking at the situation

you could see that it was large industrial complex of

some sort. These people were there as laborers under angry

conditions guess youd say. Im not sure that we ever

even talked or mentioned or heard about such things as the

extermination camps and

Q. THE WORK CAMPS

A. -- the work camps and that sort of thing.

Q. SO YOU REALLY DIDNT KNOW EXACTLY WHAT IT WAS

OTHER THAN SOME KIND OF CONDITION OF SLAVE LABOR AND THESE

PEOPLE WERE WORKING THERE.

A. didnt go there looking for it thats for

sure.

Q. NO.

A. It was surprise to everyone.

Q. THEY APPEARED TO BE PRISONERS OF WAR DID

THEY MEAN IN THE MORE CLASSICAL SENSE GUESS.

A. Right on into our Lond Christ area and first

persons officer and quick health officer. What else
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cant remember. Those seem to be the two things that

either was most interested in or took up most of my time

or something.

remember there was little hospital in the

town and nothing left in town of course but elderly

people doctor in town. The head Rushky had been

picked up by the local military that is the American

military. Of course theyre heavily into their

de-Nazification program immediately.

So they pick up the doctor. And thought the

hospital needed him more than the POW camp needed him so

remember going out and really doing battle with some bird

colonel and demanded and got this guy released to my

custody. And remember taking him back to the hospital

and he immediately performed an operation on some old

codger and stood there and watched. He had blocked

bowel or something and they just pulled him open and put

him back together again.

And this of course was time when there was

absolute chaos with regard to all the displaced persons

all the slave laborers through Germany maintained all over

Europe bringing them in there forcing them to work in

farms and factories and mines.

As matter of fact the troups went
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through -- discipline just collapsed and these people were

just milling all over the place. And can remember

Round them up and stand on the side of the road and

theres the football express was put together. dont

know if youve heard of it.

Q. NO.

A. Rounded up every army truck they could put

their hands on and made it into gasoline convoy and

theyd just load these trucks up with gasoline cans the

fivegallon Jerry cans -- you know those full of

gasoline and just started going into wherever they thought

the army might be. And the closer they got up to where the

tanks and the mechanized vehicles were of course then you

did have an M.P. that would begin to point them in

directions and theyd unload all these things and then

head back again. And theyd just come barreling down the

road again back towards France. And we put roadblocks up

to force these guys to stop. As soon as theyd stop wed

throw all these displaced persons on the truck we could

find send them back to where theyre supposed to go.

Q.

A. do remember one thing that may be of

interest to your group. Somewhere there near Sonderhausen

was guess youd call it hospital and in my

.1
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schiepping around the area found this and there was only

one old custodian there. Come to find out it had been one

of their experimental institutes.

Q. OKAY. GO AHEAD.

A. was told and Im sure this is true Ive

come to find out later. In Germany at that time the

Germans forced their citizens to give up all children that

were mentally retarded. Youve heard this story Im sure.

Q. YES IVE HEARD THIS BUT TELL ME --

A. Not only children but any mentally retarded

person was sent to the State for the State to take care of

and to care of by performing experiments on them. The

thing that remember most was this large tank of water.

And they had facilities of cooling that down to where it

would

freeze and theyd run experiments on people to see how

long they could live in the cold water and what

temperatures and all this sort of stuff. And this was

supposedly in their minds all legitimate experiments for

their armed forces in case someone had to go overboard in

the cold water how long could he last until rescued.

Q. WAS THIS TOLD YOU THROUGH YOUR INTERPRETER BY

THE PERSON YOU FOUND THERE WAS THE INDIVIDUAL THAT YOU

FOUND THERE SOMEONE ON THE STAFF
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A. truthfully cant answer that.

Q. BUT SOMEONE WHO HAD BEEN IN THAT --

A. Evidently someone who had been there in that

facility all this time.

Q. AND HE WAS RESPONSIVE TO YOUR QUESTIONS --

A. Yeah. Yeah very much so.

Also in connection with this remember there

was quite posh establishment quite isolated back up in

the hills beside nice little lake that was what youd

call up breathing station to the SS where German match

Sons would volunteer to go there and spend the summer.

Q. AND HAVE CHILDREN OF THE SS

A. And thats where the SS would come on their

RR. And they had lovely rooms lovely dining area and

what we call recreation rooms and lake swimming and all

this sort of stuff. It was typical Germanic/Russian

dorm 30s early 40s.

Q. YOU WERE VERY YOUNG MAN WHO CANE FROM FARM

TOWN IN IOWA TO THE SEA TO --

Who told you about this this same gentleman

A. No. just dont quite know how to answer

that. remember very much wandering all through the place

and looking very carefully at it.

We also found there -- we were up in the
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Hartz Mountains and there was an old castle. It wasnt all

that old but it was pretty posh. suppose some wealthy

industrialist or someone had built this thing back up in

there an enormous complex and very isolated. And come to

find out it was the old SS headquarters. Thats where all

SS files were and everything else.

And there was man still living up there so

we took his weapons away from him. And remember thinking

that night Surely someones going to come up and try

tot guess was about as scared that night as Ive

ever been. We sat there in that place trying to figure out

what would happen and how we were going to protect

ourselves. And the next day we got -- got quick big

long black Mercedes with license plate on it SS-2.

Q. OH MY GOD. WHAT DID YOU DO WITH IT

A. drove it back down to little town of

Sonderhausen and found little auto shop there and had

them paint it olive drab. put fake serial number on it

and then drove that car guess for good six weeks.

It was quite vehicle.

Q. WHAT DID YOU FINALLY DO WITH IT

A. Then moved and was transferred to

actually went back to Belgium on quick mission by air

so stashed the car thinking might be able to come back

K.
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and get it sometime but didnt really think could but

knew it was hidden in garage somewhere up in that area

somewhere.

Q. WHEN WERE YOU ACTUALLY THERE

A. had as soon as the war was over was

ready to go home because had enough combat points

should have been on the first aircraft going back to the

States. had both done time in combat and had all sorts

of decorations. got wounded. wanted to get home and

get in on the victory parade.

Q. YEAH.

A. was frozen in the military government house.

was furious. Then really began to get into this

displaced persons problem down there.

You asked how long was lets see

finally got home left in January of 19 -- was in the

military government for well over year because as soon

as the Russians came in then was sent down to sure

enough military government detachment with Bavaria.

Q. AND BACK TO THE STATES. DID YOU GO BACK TO

TENNESSEE MEAN WAS THAT STILL HOME

A. Well my father had been reserve officer.

He had been called in very early and he died while in the
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service. was in England at the time practicing for the

invasion couldnt get home. So my mother he was at

Camp Butler in North Carolina guess it is. She flew

back to Tennessee and yes returned to Tennessee when

got out of the service.

Q. HAD THINGS CHANGED MEAN YOU WERE GONE

FIVE YEARS. WHAT WAS IT LIKE WHEN YOU GOT BACK WHEN YOU

LEFT GUESS --

A. dont think it was all that much -- all that

changed.

Q. BUT IN LOTS OF WAYS YOU HAD CHANGED BECAUSE

YOU HAD GROWN UP.

A. Oh yeah.

Q. YOU WERE YOUNG MAN.

A. When was in the University of Tennessee

was really hot rock college boy but when came back

gave up engineering totally and started all over again.

went to George Washington University in Washington D.C.

There you can go to school night and day and around the

clock and everything so finished fouryear program in

two years and one summer semester.

had met the woman who is now my wife by

going to school there. We married and went to Europe on

our honeymoon and to do graduate work. Sold the G.I. Bill
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for Geneva and got lease started working

on masters got tied up in the International Refugee

Organization and that led to sure enough job with

refugee program and stayed over there about eight years.

Q. FOR HOW LONG

A. Eight.

Q. EIGHT YEARS.

A. When my first child was born then we decided

thats enough and thats when we came back and settled

here.

Q. DID YOU EVER GO BACK AND VISIT ANY OF THE

PLACES DID YOU EVER GO BACK TO OMAHA BEACH OR TO ANY OF

THOSE OTHER PLACES

A. Melva and were -- lets see. The last time

we were in Europe was about went back to work for this

refugee program in 78. went back to this little town of

Ansbach in Bavaria where Id been.

Q. UH-HUH.

A. Might do that some day.

Q. HOW SERIOUS DID YOU EVER WANT TO DID YOU

THINK YOU WOULD

A. Well havent got to that stage in life yet

where want to start looking that way instead of that way.

Q. SEE. HOW OLD ARE YOU
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A. Im 67.

Q. ITS INTERESTING BECAUSE IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU

SORT OF GOT IN THE REFUGEE -- KNOW BUSINESS IS NOT THE

RIGHT WORD BUT YOU GOT INTERESTED IN REFUGEES DURING THE

WAR AND IT SOUNDS LIKE YOU STAYED IN THAT FOR LONG TIME

AFTERWARDS AND THEN RETURNED TO IT AGAIN.

A. Thats true in way the business of

displaced persons and that sort of thing. That was

fascinating period and of course felt in sense from

vantage point in that was there at the very beginning.

And immediately in came people from what was

known as UNRRA United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation

Association and that was the one that was to sort them

out feed them and send them home again.

Well began to realize half of these people

didnt want to go home because theyd come from that part

of the world. What to do with that Well they didnt

know. That wasnt in their mandate. So when UNRRA went

out of business IRO was established International Refugee

Organization then to resettle all these Eastern Europeans

that refused to go back across the border into

Soviet-dominated territory.

So these people were then being rounded up

and this was another one of the real problems to wind up
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these crazy Pols and Czechs and Hungarians and all these

guys and all begin to settle them down and sort them out

and cool them of little bit.

And what we immediately sent in were

repatriation teams military teams and we would accompany

them to these boggers socalled camps where all these

people whether it was full week or not dont

remember. We participated in of course repatriation of

some of these people and that -- God Im telling you

that was hard. That was dammed difficult to do at that

time. And of course wed stall and pull all sorts of wild

tactics sort of on the process refuse to take them or

down going in the wrong direction all this sort of stuff.

But then fortunately very soon orders came out from the

topside that this was to stop. Of course then of course

when all the people had to be moved out of what was to soon

become Russian Zone so that was kind of our last task

in that area was to load all these people up and get them

out.

Q. AFTER THE EIGHT-YEAR STINT THAT MUST HAVE

BEEN WHEN YOU MOVED BACK AND CANE TO LARKSPUR ABOUT THEN.

A. Well we neither of us Melva or had

real close connections anywhere. And by process of

elimination we pretty well knew there were lot of places
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we didnt want to live in the United States and there were

few places we might like to live. So the thing to do was

look them over. So when we did come home we went first to

Tennessee to visit my mother then on to Indiana to visit

Melvas mother and she and our brand new baby daughter

three months old then guess stayed there and drove

station wagon and we loaded it up with wedding presents

most of which we hadnt even opened yet because we had gone

straight from getting married straight -- and drove

across country and looked at Denver came close to staying

there because it was nice town. It was then.

Q. WHAT YEAR WERE YOU THERE 57
A. This was 56.

Q. 56.

A. 56. thought Well if were this close to

the West Coast better go on and see what it looks like.

had intended to look at San Francisco and the Pacific

Northwest and then maybe backtrack around through the
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Phoenix area and wed talk it over but -- golly got to

San Francisco and drove home and said Well this is it.

Q. BACK IN 1978 -- AND THAT WAS LONG STORY AND

WE CERTAINLY DONT HAVE TO GET INTO IT BUT WAS JUST

CURIOUS. YOU CANE HERE IN 56 --

A. When got to San Francisco and then Melva
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and Leslie came up no thats not quite true. Before

they even came out started looking around and this was

just before the Republican national convention in 56 and

volunteered in an office down on Market Street

Republicans for Eisenhower or something like that.

dont know what the hell it was. needed desk and

telephone where people take messages and that sort of thing

and they gave it to me.

And started making few contacts around and

stumbled up on what was known as the Junior Chamber of

Commerce Job-Finding Forum where you could sign up and go

for week in some big auditorium with big building

there somebodys big building and there would be

personnel types from all the companies would come in and

sit there in the audience and two or three people would

get up and say who they were and tell what their background

was and they were looking for job and then these

people there was panel there chosen from the audience

personnel types. They would then counsel them and say

Well have you thought of this You ought to go talk to

this person. Heres how you ought to change your resume

et cetera et cetera. program for either two or three

people.

One of the persons hadnt shown up at the gap.
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So he said Well anybody here So stuck my hand up

and told him my story. After that had several

interviews one of which was with Bechtel Corporation

offered me job. And wasnt sure wanted could

talk good game but didnt have to play it but

wasnt all that -- shouldnt say wasnt that

interested. just wanted to look around little more.

And they were pressing for an answer and didnt really

have decent answers as to why not. And finally said

Well really cant take job until get my wife and

daughter off here and then Ive got to find place for

them and they cant get out here until God knows when.

said checked in with the airlines and theres not

seat to be had coming to the West Coast from that neck of

the woods because of the convention.

was talking to the personnel manager. He

says What flight do you want her on He picked up the

phone and says Get me travel.

Q. THIS IS IT.

A. Put up or shut up. So said Okay. Well

Ill start. So did. started the next day and sure

enough he got tickets for me.

Q. HOW LONG DID YOU WORK FOR BECHTEL

A. 22 long good years.
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Q. WERE THEY REALLY BITTER

A. No. Well at the time thought they were

but look back on it and realize how much fun had.

Q. WHY DID YOU THINK THEY WERE BITTER THEN

A. Because fought all the time.

Q. WITH THE BECHTEL PEOPLE

A. With these engineers. Marvelous people.

Theyre just -- they have heart as big as that whole damn

table but they are absolutely convinced that they know

everything. dont care what it is they can do it better

than anybody else. It was great as long as it was college

recruiting. And enjoyed that. have to admit did.

think they have an awful great program think.

traveled an awful lot all over the country

all the time Back East. planned my own itinerary so

Id always plan my weekends in Boston or New York or visit

Melvas family in Indiana or one of my old buddies in

Washington or Id get out to Toronto where had lot of

relatives on my mothers side. So it was nice.

Other than taking bet didnt really quit.

did. resigned but was then offered and accepted

transfer to one of the main operating divisions and went
11

in first as what they call an administrative engineer on

project. found that fascinating because again these
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engineers were terrific but as far as making things go

between them they were lousy.

They had these structural types that could

design anything as far as staying there and holding places

and things together and the electrical types who could put

the power anywhere and the mechanical types who could do

all this but they had hell of time talking to each

other.

was manager for the division and then went

of to an enormous government project as -- what do they

call it now -- project administrator that was it back to

the division where later became administrative manager.

They had secreataries and clerks on the job and they

just -- they didnt pay them anything. It was absolutely

disgusting. Id hired the theater engineers and they would

run the whole thing. Sharp bright people after keeping

notes on the back of an envelope to where computer systems

would track every piece of paper on whole nuclear power

branch. Everything. It was lot of fun but fought

them all the time because they didnt want to do any of

these things.

Q. AFTER THAT --

A. In 1975 when Saigon went down the tube had

call one day. was sitting at the desk remember
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and got this call from the airport and it was an old

buddy of mine black guy. One of the nicest guys youd

ever find anywhere any time. He used to be chief of the

U.S. desk of the migration committee when worked for the

refugee program in Europe from when Melva and went on our

honeymoon and he was back in the business and he was then

the director general of this organization. Its called

Intergovernmental Committee for Migration and its

highly specialized very small international organization

in Geneva that works with refugee programs.

And he says Hey Anderson Im on my way to

Southeast Asia. The United States has asked us to

internationalize their problem. Would you go down to

Pendleton and be my man for couple months Can you take

time off So was able to do that spent three months

down there and thought thats my swan song the refugee

program.

In 78 they called me again one day and they

said Hey weve still got few people coming across the

Pacific on commercial flights from Southeast Asia and were

having trouble arranging for them to get through customs

and immigration and to get them on the right plane to go

wherever theyre supposed to go to their sponsor and all

that sort of stuff. He said Its kind of mess and
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the State Department is fussing at us and voluntary

agencies are fussing at us. Could you take month or two

and just look around and tell us what you think we ought to

do
So again went to the top dogs at Bechtel

and they said No. We gave you three months in 75. No

more.

said To hell with you guys. Ill take my

vacation. had six weeks prior so took my leave up to

Seattle San Francisco and Los Angeles and it was mess

for these sweet little Southeast Asian families mother and

father grandmother God knows how many kids. And theyd

get of the commercial flight in Seattle and theyd finally

go through the immigration and customs because theyd just

have to go kind of with the mob. And theyd get out there

and theyd just go to corner sit down and be patient.

Christ we wouldnt find them in two days. There was no

organization no way of doing it. Whoever was putting this

whole thing together thought all they had to do was give

the head of the family airline tickets whose end

destination said Pocatello Idaho and that was all they

needed. The ticket would kind of pull them around until

they got there. It doesnt work that way.

So told him said Youve got to have
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somebody out here.
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They said How would you like the job

said Ill take it. Laughter

Q. ONE OF THE THINGS WAS CURIOUS ABOUT IS WHEN

YOU WERE IN EUROPE OR WHEN YOU WERE WITH THE ENGINEERS AND

SO FORTH AND BEING SORT OF MOVED AROUND LOT AND WHEN YOU

WENT TO THIS MILITARY PROVISIONAL GOVERNMENT THAT YOU WERE

PART OF DID YOU HEAR ANYTHING AT ALL ABOUT THE

CONCENTRATION CAMPS BEING SOLUTION QUOTE FOR JEWISH

PEOPLE AND DISSIDENTS OR WAS THAT JUST RUMOR

A. cannot really speak to that.

Q. OKAY.

A. guess was about as nonpolitical in those

days as anyone could possibly be. The only thing that

stands out in my mind when you do mention that do

remember very well young man in my platoon whom after

the fact was German -- that came to realize -- really

got well could realize he was of Jewish extraction

and out of Germany. didnt know anything about his

story but remember we were up in little bitty town in

the Hurricane Forest and we got stuffed in there this

was when was telling you about we had been working on the

roads and this old codger came along this general

think the regimen had been up there. guess it had been
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absolutely shot to pieces or something. They just absolute

collapsed and they were hiding in the basements and

everything else. It was just bloody mess. And we fought

our way up through the town -- big solid kid dark black

wavy hair and he spoke with an accent but didnt pay

any attention to it and he started shouting at these guys

in German. realized of course realized he was of

German descent and later realized that he was German

Jew. Very long answer to your question which is not an

answer.

Q. YES. BUT BASICALLY YOU WERE NOT EVEN AWARE OF

THAT AT THE TIME YOU KNOW.

A. Ive often wondered if we should have been

aware and if so how we could have been made aware. But

it was only much later not much later. It was only when

got back and we started digging into all this and figured

out what the hell had happened. How can Man be so inhumane

to Man Like this is what kind of got me on this whole

business of international relations. couldnt understand

how in the world anybody could do what was done to all the

people.

Q. YOU MEAN NOT JUST COMBAT BUT THAT CAMP --

A. The camp and what happened later and all the

displaced persons and then the story began to pick up of
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course and really began to get into it more find out

what had happened and cut through this that and the

other.

Q. BY STORIES OF WHAT HAD HAPPENED DO YOU MEAN

THE STORIES OF REFUGEES OR THE DISPLACED PERSONS

A. Well both yeah.

Q. YEAH.

A. The refugees and displaced persons theyre

the same basically.

Q. THEY WOULD TELL YOU WHY THEY LEFT WHEREVER

THEY HAD LEFT

A. They didnt have to tell you why. They just

kind of told some of the stories of what happened to them

and you could see them still coming across as long as

even down in Bavaria every day boxcars would come with

Germans. The Czechs would just -- theyd

just take them down and had bay at point theyd put

them on boxcars and sent them to Germany. They were people

that they cant take care of. Germans didnt want them.

Hell they couldnt feed their own people. These were just

another one you know. People get caught in the middle all

long that time. They were.

Q. KNOW.

A. went back to work for the migration
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committee and the approximate effective date of termination

from Bechtel was 31 December 78 so January 79 went

on the Sherlock payroll of the migration committee again

and it was that year that the Boat People crisis hit the
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fan. Im it in the United States the whole thing and

they got one guy working for me. And all of sudden --

that was mess.

Then put together -- dont know how long

youve been in the area but that Hamilton Airfield they

have marvelous transit center. dont know if you were

aware of that.

Q. KNOW THAT AFTER WORLD WAR II THATS WHERE MY

FATHER FLEW INTO FROM THE PHILIPPINES WHEN HE RETURNED FROM

THE WAR AND I--

A. took over three of the new concrete barracks

up there. They were new. They were built after the second

world war. They had been abandoned for about ten years and

rebuilt them. It was perfect for what we needed. had

747 under full charter to do cycles back and forth and

every other day theyd drop down in Oakland with another

650 Southeast Asians and for the sorting out process we

used Hamilton Air Force Base bussed them up there sorted

them all and took them to San Francisco International and

scattered them everywhere.
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Q. WHAT YEAR WAS THIS

A. Beginning in 79 through -- they retired me in

84. We shut down Hamilton in 83 guess it was.

Yeah Im retired.

Q. ARE YOU

A. Uh-huh. But keep busy with doing other

things.

Q. YEAH GATHER.

A. Im not gainfully employed.

Q. YOU SAID LITTLE WHILE AGO THAT YOU HADNT

THOUGHT ABOUT THIS TIME DURING THE WAR IN YEARS GUESS

BUT IM CURIOUS IF IN TALKING ABOUT IT TODAY YOU KNOW

WHAT IT WAS LIKE TO THINK ABOUT IT AFTER -- DONT KNOW

HOW MANY YEARS ITS BEEN SINCE YOU ACTUALLY HAVE THOUGHT

ABOUT IT --

A. Well guess to be truthful with you would

just as soon not have thought about it because its liable

to be something that will start intruding on one of the

other thoughts Ive been working on lately.

Q. HAVE YOU BEEN DREAMING ABOUT IT OR JUST

THINKING ABOUT IT WHEN YOURE LYING THERE

A. quit dreaming about it long time ago.

just dont dream about it. used to dream about it.

just kind of bounce from one dream to another.
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Not long ago was in Central America. was

up to my ears. went to Nicaragua with Mr. Peace in the

PE4 just before elections down there. And Im still very

interested in that and do lot of agitating suppose

along those lines.

Q. DO YOU HAVE ANY SIBLINGS

A. had brother who died many years ago.

Last year -- well it was by happenstance

went on the Great American Peace Walk up through the

Ukraine which was fantastic experience. An awful lot of

time since got back from that talking about it and

showing what think are excellent slides.


